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Poor reader, retarded reader f underachiever in reading, 

1 

backwardness in reading, disadvantaged reader and slow leaner 

are a few terms from myriad of adjectives used to describe 

a certain condition which has plagued and is continuing to 

plague the educators, administrators and parents of children 

in the elementary grades--the child itself is plagued the most 

severely by this allusive ailment. Regardless of its name, 

the condition is such that through the process of normal 

classroom experiences, some children fail to learn to read with 

success up to their capabilities. Throughout this paper this 

specific problem shall be referred to as the special reader 

to avoid undo stigma or unfavorable connotations from other 

terms. Borrowing a definition for this condition from Strang, 

the special reader shall be defined 

• • • as one who has had normal opportunities 
for schooling and the capacity to read better, but 
whose reading performance in a number of reading skills 
is one or more years below his age or grade level 
if he is in the primary grades, and two or more if 
he is older. 1 

other terms which need to be clarified are taken 

directly from Ekwall: 

Reading Programs 
1. Developmental--the normal classroom instructional 

program followed by the teacher to meet the 
needs of pupils who are progressing at a normal 
rate in terms of their capacity. 

2. Corrective--a program of instruction, usually 
conducted by a classroom teacher, within the 
class setting, to correct mild reading disabilities. 



3. Remedial reading--a program of instruction used out
side the regular classroom to teach specific 
developmental reading skills to underachievers. 2 

2 

This paper shall concern itself with the corrective read-

ing program: the reasons the developmental program has failed, 

corrective reading methods and limitations, and responsibility 

of the classroom teacher to provide for remedial help for 

individ11als. A few actual classroom cases shall be the subjects 

of comments and examples. 
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Why Developmental Reading Programs Fail 

Ea.ch year hundreds of thousands of children enter 

school and learn to read. Various rates of progress are 

expected and are accounted for in the individual programs. 

Some children are able to read before a developmental pro

gram starts; some will learn despite the type of program 

as they are exposed to reading material and grow in their 

mental development; others will learn via the PlrticulAr 

developmental program chosen; but some will be hindered by 

the program. Only an exceedingly small portion of the 

grade school population will not be able to learn in a 

public classroom regardless of the type of program used. 

Here we are interested in the program types which may 

create the special reader--the developmental reading pro

grams that hinder reading progress or cause "backwardness 

in reading." "The use of unsuitable approaches and methods 

is the greatest single cause of real backwardness, i.e., of 

a child' s backwardness rela ti ve to his own powers.·tJ 

In the early grades the personality and attitude of 

the teacher are of high importance to the child and subse

quently to his reading progress. Hence, the reading program 

is only an extension of the teacher. The teacher must be 

adequately familiar with the developmental processes of his 

children so as to avoid either speaking above or below their 

comprehension level. "Verbalism of teachers is one of the 

greatest obstacles to the progress of less able pupils, 1.4 --the 
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pupils who have the potential of becoming some of the special 

readers. The sensitive, competent teacher will search for 

the appropriate level at which to address the class. 

Duncan has listed other inadequate classroom methods 

which fail the child: 

1. Attempts to teach something to a child at too 
early a stage of his development, when he is too 
imma ture and not ready. 

2. Attempts to teach something which lacks purpose 
or meaning for the pupil. It may be something 
too remote from his experience. 

3. An over-analytic approach--by apportioning 'bits' 
for pupils to do. Learning is achieved by insight-
by a pupil facing a whole problem of suitable size 
and difficulty. 

4. Unwise 'drilling'--i.e. by repetitions which may 
be meaningless or may become meaningless. Usually 
skills are acquired and consolidated by use--over 
a period of time. S 

Other methods which prove unsuccessful in developmental 

reading programs warrant consideration also. The basal 

readers often offer a wide change from one book to the next 

in a series. Hhile a student can work with success in one 

book, he may find the subsequent reader too difficult. Addi-

tional practice on concepts through supplementary material 

may be needed before a transition to the next reader is 

accomplished with success. 6 

Throughout the program interest must be kept at a high 

peak. The children initially are usually very anxious to 

acquire reading skills. This interest is vital for progress. 

Supplementary material used in conjunction with a basal pro-

gram may help to retain more of the original enthusiasm. Any 
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success obtained through the child's efforts further stimu

lates interest. Methods need to include provisions for such 

aChievements.? 

The conscientious teacher also needs to plan the develop

mental program with two other critical factors in mind. 

First is the need for individual consideration. Failure 

to continually remind oneself that each student is a distinct 

individual will result in frustration for both the teacher 

and the children. Different backgrounds are thrust in one 

learning situation. Different temperaments and expectations 

are combined in a single class. Thes e numerous variations 

must be dealt with in a manner congenial to the individual 

types for learning to thrive. The individualization a teacher 

can successfully handle in a classroom will yield more enthu

siastic, competent and personally satisfied students. 

Corresponding to the individual consideration comes the 

concept of teaching the whole child. One cannot teach a child 

reading~per se. Theoretically one is striving to guide the 

child to develop himself as a complete person. Reading is 

one skill the complete person will hopefully acquire through 

his development. This subject can readily be applied to any 

area in which the child is involved. It should become a 

natural source the child can use to pursue any other interest. 

Reading methods need to include spontaneous variations and 

incidental lessons to fulfill the obligation to the child as 

a complex unit. 
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Much study has been done on predicting the child who 

will become a special reader. Among these studies De Hirsch 

noted that an evaluation of "perceptual. motor and language 

behavior at an early age" may give some clue as to which 

children will need special attention to avoid backwardness 

in reading. 8 Ideally these tests should be given to assist 

the classroom teacher in the program, but an ideal situation 

is not reality at this point. Nor is it a completely infalli

ble pred.iction were the tests to be universally administered. 

Hence. precautions which the classroom teacher can incorporate 

in the program are of vital importance. Some of these pre

cautions are adequate pre-reading activities. A broadening 

of individual experiences is necessary to familiarize the 

child with situations he will read about. The development 

of speaking vocabularies to include words commonly used in 

basal readers would help to insure success. A list of easy 

words one could concentrate on is found in Appendix II. The 

Dolch word lists would be of assistance on this point too. 

Experience charts and sentences on the child's own drawing 

have been used as a part of the pre-reading program with 

encouraging results. A child' s own reading book made with 

the help of his teacher is an excellent way to entwine read

ing with the "whole child" and. of course. offers both child 

and teacher an opportunity to work together on an individual 

basis. 

Reading Readiness has also become a standard part of 



the reading program. It is important that this stage 

should not be classified as the work of the kindergarten 

or first grade class. The purpose of the activity demands 

the program to be in each class until each child has pro-

gressed to the point where formalized reading is the 

obvious next step--one must be sure it is not a jump the 

child takes because "second graders are expected to be in 

formal reading." Such a mistake is a step towards the 

creation of another special reader. 9 

Try as one might to retain an efficient developmental 
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reading program, the special reader must still be considered 

a possibility. Thorough teaching must include a day-by-day 

evaluation of individual work. Interaction between teacher 

and pupil should be recorded and evaluated. Since the pro-

gram necessarily includes the whole child, any interaction 

could be informa ti ve as to reading progress. A reading 

program could fail as a result of inadequate concentration 

in this area. One needs to be a conscientious observer 

and to be ever aware of characteristics a potential special 

reader might display. The day-to-day evaluation can aid in 

the recognition of these characteristics. A list of such 

characteristics as indicated by Strang follows. 

1. Learns more from listening than reading. 
2. Talks better than reads. 
J. Often scores higher in arithmetic than other 

tests that require reading. 
4. Does not finish assignments. lO 
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The specific method used in the classroom is not the 

sole determinant in the development of special readers. On 

the contrary, It ••• a cause is rarely simple or isolated • ,,11 
• • 

Other factors which may contribute to such a development include 

physical and emotional determinants. 

Of the two, the physical determinants are the more 

easily recognized, diagnosed and corrected. If a teacher has 

a reader who does not seem to be advancing as well as one 

would expect, the teacher would first check physical conditions. 

Can the child see and hear correctly? Is there a factor 

within the room environment which hinders progress such as poor 

lighting or an improperly fitted desk and chair? Is there 

sufficient time for physical exercise? Is there work which 

requires the use of smaller muscles for too trying a period? 

Is the child eating properly? Is he tired? Is the room tem-

perature comfortable to him? Is the child feeling well? All 

these factors will effect reading performance. Luckily 

these factors can usually be checked and corrected within a 

short period of time. 

Emotional factors are of a more complex nature. ItChil-

dren demonstrating personality disorder are perhaps the most 

difficult with whom to deal. They lack motivation and social 

responsiveness. ,,12 Some signs of emotional difficulties in 

reading one needs to be alert for area 

1. Conscious or unconscious refusal to learn. 
2. Resistance to pressure. 
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). A clinging to dependency. 
4. Extreme distractibility or restlessness. 1) 

The observant teacher will note these characteristics through 

the day-by-day observations. 

Should an emotional problem be a possibility, the logi-

cal first step to the understanding of such a problem would 

be a conference with the parents. "Parkyn found that the 

lack of interest of parents in the school, in education, and 

in their children's progress was the greatest single detri-

mental factor to achievement among the most intelligent chil

dren. ,,14 A parental conference would give some idea as to 

whether such a lack of interest by the parents was hindering 

the reading progress and contributing to the development of 

a special reader. 

Parental conferences will also reveal insight as to 

the home environment which is an intricate part of the com-

plex person one is trying to teach. Besides a parental lack 

of interest, one can check for other factors. Do the parents 

acknowledge the child as an individual or is he in constant 

competition with siblings? Is the ability to read a treasured 

quality of the home? Do the parents expect too much or too 

little from the child? Is there a secure home environment 

which offers the child security or are there repeated family 

disruptions? 

The home environmental factors are beyond the direct 

influence of the teacher, but most parents are willing to 
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cooperate to some degree for the benefit of their child. 

A tactful suggestion may alert the parent to some factor 

to which he had been totally unconscious. One can explain 

how an :a.ccepting, encouraging attitude can help the child 

and relate positive suggestions for achieving such an 

atmosphere. One can refer the parents to family guidance 

if the relationship warrants with the hope that the parents 

will realize they are harming their child and will use 

this as incentive to amend their own difficulties--which 

in turn will, presumably, have a positive effect on the 

child. 

"It is important to try to understand the whole per

sonality of the ••• Gpecial reade~. Reading is an 

expression of individuality.tl15 Subsequently, the teacher 

needs to consider the whole individual when determining 

emotional difficulties. One needs to remember that a 

definite connection between emotional disturbances and 

reading does exist. 16 Finding the cause of emotional 

problems may well be the key which unlocks the world of the 

written word for the student. 

The teacher needs to remember that he is not alone in 

his concern over the individual. Nor must he assume he has 

the qualifications to diagnose and correct emotional problems. 

After a parental conference has been carried through and the 

teacher has had a chance to become acquainted with the child and 

his behavior, professional service from suitable areas must 
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be initiated for satisfYing results. 

One other aspect of emotional disturbances connected 

with reading remains to be disclosed here. That is, not 

only may emotional conflicts retard the acquirement of 

reading skills, but the failure to acquire reading skills 

may produce emotional conflicts. No child likes to feel he 

has not kept his place in the classroom. To many students 

and teachers, reading achievement denotes the child's place. 

It becomes total development. "Reading failure is school 

fa ilureand spreads to whole individual performance ... 17 

The child gets discouraged; the teacher expects less from the 

child; and reading development slips further and further 

behind. If the teacher has achieved an atmosphere where the 

child feels secure, if the teacher has been attempting to . 
teach the whole child, this discouraging cycle will not 

appear. One cannot expect the class to move as a whole 

through the reading program. If the class is viewed as a 

collection of individuals the reading program is presumably 

diverse enough to meet these individual needs. Hence, progress 

for each child becomes the goal and emotional conflicts pro-

duced by feelings of inadequacy are reduced. 
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Corrective Program 

When one finds individuals in the class who are special 

readers, a change from the developmental reading program is 

necessary. First a parental conference should be obtained. 

"Cooperation between parents and teachers is needed if chil-

dren are to make all round development • • • • The education 

of some children is inseparable from the education of their 

parents ... 18 With parents working to encourage the child and 

to help him reach set goals, the child will make more rapid 

advancement. The sooner advancement is achieved the less 

the chance emotional conflicts which could have detrimen

tal effects on the program will develop. 

The teacher needs to use additional sources to check 

the physical and emotional determinants of the child. Basic 

tests might not have revealed real problems. Encourage the 

parents to seek professional consultation on these matters. 

Within the classroom "the wise teacher makes a wide 

approach to the problem of educating backward pupils by 

insuring that they will achieve success at something." The 

taste of success should further arouse feelings of self-respect 

and self-confidence which the special readers sorely lack.19 

Plan day by day goals. Let the child know what he is to 

accomplish each day with the realistic view that he will 

accomplish that one goal though the lesson may be striving 

towards a more accumulated end. 
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The atmosphere of the corrective reading program is 

vital to its success. The children have been in develop-

mental programs and they feel they have failed. As long as 

the corrective program is considered the program for failures 

which accompanies other stifling connotations, the children 

will lack, enthusiasm. One needs to "utilize all available 

information to establish the proper climate and to develop 

an interpersonal relationship which is conducive to reading 

success." The students need to regain their self-respect. 20 

The program needs to compensate for lack of communication 

in the past and to generally supply pre-reading activities 

in a manner the children will now accept. 21 

The teacher will also want to refer to diagnostic 

evaluations to determine the areas in which each child needs 

help. "The ability to read is the sum of many skills. 

First find out skills the child possesses then teach those 

he needs to add to be able to read ... 22 The school system 

may provide tests for all children, but if not the teacher 

can take the initiative to obtain tests for the child. A 

psychologist may be employed by the school corporation to 

aid a teacher in acquiring certain tests. If possible try 

to consult such an expert to help with the test selection. 

other tests which will give a comprehensive evaluation are: 

1. Standardized Reading Tests 
2. Informal Silent Reading Tests 
J. Oral Reading Tests 
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4. IQ Tests 
5. Comprehension when listening. 
6. Day by day observations, interviews with parents, 

home visits. 23 

Various texts and manuals will give the procedure one could 

use to devise a diagnostic test if homemade ones would be 

more practical. 

Of course diagnosis is worthless unless the lessons 

then attempt to concentrate on the correction of the weak 

areas. And once one has worked on an area, retesting is 

inevitable for an evaluation of progress. "Diagnosis is a 

continuing, ongoing, never-ending process during remediation, 

consisting of the weekly review and reassessment of every 

student, as well as his periodic consideration at weekly 

staff conferences. tl24 

The corrective program is not to be considered a cure-all 

for the special reader. The re-establishment of self-respect 

could become an involved process and one could feel positive 

gains were not evident. But changes will almost always 

occur providing adequate preparations, evaluations and 

atmosphere are provided for a child who is considered capable 

of schoolwork by the evaluating team. The corrective pro-

gram does have a definite place in the school and deserves 

all the consideration the teacher can give it. A special 

time should be plann8d. in the schedule so the multitude of 

other school activities does not thrust it out of the school 

day. 
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Various books have been written to aid the teacher in 

the formation of corrective reading procedures for specific 

problems. Ekwall offers numerous examples and procedures 

for reading difficulties. Pope's book lists innovative 

activities for the individual problems. Innumerable other 

sources could also be consulted. Appendix I contains a 

list of such sources. The teacher needs to pick and choose 

from the various selections to find those which will best 

fulfill the pllpils' requirements. A file catalog would be 

useful and practical for the permanent retention of activities 

which one found to work well. The teacher needs to incor

porate flexible activities and include a wide variety of 

ways for attacking a specific problem. The lessons should 

offer several activities at one setting to reduce boredom. 

The successful corrective program will require work and 

initiative--but that is, of course, the role the teacher 

has chosen to fulfill. 

Important as the corrective reading program is, one 

must be .qware of certain limitations. The program is not 

meant to correct all physical or emotional problems. If 

the problem can be overcome through the classroom it must 

be considered a responsibility to do so, but if it is out

side that range other sources must claim the correction of 

tha t particular deficiency. The teacher also needs to con

sider the other individuals of the class. Each child will 

need individual help and corrective programs take time. One 
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can only· accomplish so much to help an individual. The parents 

of special readers need to establish an important second 

class at home for rapid advancement. The teacher also must 

consider the other responsibilities teaching entails. The 

career is full of devious tasks and the work day could easily 

be expanded to include all hours of the day. One should plan 

activities realistically to avoid feelings of failing the 

children through lack of time. Teaching these special readers 

holds rewards for the teacher but it should not become the 

sole objective of the classroom teacher. 
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Provisions for Remedial Help 

Should a teacher find readers in the class which 

require more help than can justifiably be given, or if a 

problem is encountered which is beyond the realm of class

room correction various other perso~ need be considered. 

There is wlch the classroom teacher can do to assure 

the child of obtaining the help he needs. Confer with the 

parents on the needs of the child and keep in constant 

touch to see that action is being taken. Obtain tests to 

evaluate the child's skills and use them as evidence of 

specific needs for the parents to view. Be a~re of the 

people in your vicinity who could be contacted for help. 

Obtain lists of college stUdents, high school students or 

other interested people who would be willing to tutor a 

child. Seek out institutions which have minimal or non

existent fees for various services. Consider the possibility 

of your school organizing a remedial program or hiring a 

remedial reading teacher. 

Once a child has begun a program outside the classroom 

consult with the teacher of that program. Find out what 

action the program is taking and see if you can help in the 

classroom by extending or reviewing it. Try to lighten the 

child's work load so he does not feel incapable of carrying 

the extra work. Discllss the program with the child and 

praise any improvements. 
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Specific Case Examples 

Three specific case examples of special readers follows. 

Each portrays a different type of problem and each shows the 

methods used or being used to correct the problem. 

John is now progressing well in third grade reading. He 

is meeting expectations and seems to have no real problems. 

He is not advanced but one would not classify him as a special 

reader. Such has not always been the case. John has repeated 

second grade and has been under psychiatric care. His first 

years at school showed an uncooperative child. Fits of defiance 

were becoming more and more regular. Social development was 

nonexistent. Personal behavior was quite abnormal. Needless 

to say, .John was not progressing through the developmental 

reading program. Nor could corrective reading be applied as 

he was at first too young to qualify and then too uncooperative 

to make a.ny progress. A parental conference was called in 

the second grade and professional help was initiated. The 

parents had been unaware of the extent of the beh'lvic)J' prob

lem ~nd were quite cooperative in obtaining outside help. 

The child was retained in the second grade the following year 

to allow him time to develop his readin~ and social skills. 

The psychiatric help enabled the child to control his beha.vior 

problem ~~q the developmental reading program was again tried-

this time with positive results. A much happier child ha.s been 

the result of the team effort applied. 



Timmy is a. child whose reRding has also been hampered 

through emotional conflicts. ~is family has gone through 

a break-up of relationships and Timmy is currently living 

in a children's home. He has been retained one year but 

has not shown successful progress in the reading programs. 

19 

Timmy is now in a third grade class. A corrective 

readL~g program is being applied. Special high interest-low 

vocabulary Reader's Digests have been chosen for the readinF 

material. A special drill on the Dolch word lists is used 

in connection with various activities to develop a larger 

vocabulary of sight words for his immediate use. 

Ti~~ is making gains through the program. He has an 

enthusiasm to learn. His emotional condition has become 

more stable by the separation fro~ the family unit Rnd he 

has become secure in the children's home environment. All 

signs indicate that Timmy will be able to develop needed 

reading skills through the present and subsequent corrective 

programs. 

David's case illustrates the need for parental coopera

tion. D~.vid has I like the other cases I been retained one 

school year. He is currently in a corrective reading program. 

His family environment is quite unstable. His mother has 

remarried after a quarrelsome first marriage and is having 

trouble again. David does not have any responsibilities at 

home. He has carried this "do as I please" attitude into his 

experiences. 
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David scored a high average percentile on his IQ test. 

He is able to work well in arithmetic and speaks on an average 

level. But his reading skills are still way below third grade 

level. 

Parental conferences have not yielded much cooperation. 

The lack of a unified program has reduced the chances of 

success with the reading program. Also David has developed 

a strong adversion to reading failure and often refuses to 

offer any cooperation on his behalf. Professional help out

side the school is needed to aid the family and to help 

remove the failure block David has set in front of his reading 

development. 
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Appendix I 

Title: SOURCES OF REA.DING MACHINES AND MATERIALS 

as taken from Ekwall 

Games for improving abilities in blends, consonants, vowels, 
digraphs, and diphthongs and sight word tests for the basic 
sight words: 

EDUCATIONAL GAMES CENTER 
2797 South 450 West 
Bountiful, Utah 84010 

GARRARD PUBLISHING COMPANY 
Champaign, lllinois 

High-Interest-Low Vocabulary Books 

There are a great many books now written which are reportedly" 
high interest-low vocabulary type materials. Some of these, 
however, are not actually appealing to children. Following 
is a short list which most teachers will find to be outstand
ing in this area: 

BENEFIC PRESS 
1900 North Narragansett 
Chicago 39, lllinois 

Cowboy Sam Series 

Dan Frontier Series 

Sailor Jack Series 

A series of fifteen books with reading 
levels ranging from preprimer to third 
grade. Their interest level tends to 
run two to three grades above their 
reading level. 

A series of ten books with reading levels 
ranging from preprimer to third grade. 
Their interest level tends to run two to 
three grades above their reading level. 

A series of ten books with reading levels 
ranging from preprimer to third grade. 
Their interest level tends to run two to 
three grades above their reading level. 
(A teacher's manual is available for each 
of the series listed above) 

GARRARD PUBLISHING COMPANY 
Champaign, Illinois 
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First Reading Books A series of sixteen books written 
at first grade level. Their interest 
level tends to run two to four grades 
above their reading level. 

Basic Vocabulary Books A series of sixteen books with reading 
levels generally running in the second 
grade. Their interest level tends to 
run two to five grades above their read
ing level. 

Folklore of the World Books A series of twelve books at approxi
mately the third grade level. The 
interest level tends to run up to four 
grades beyond their reading level. 

Pleasure Reading Books A series of thirteen books written at 
the fourth grade level. The interest 
level is extremely high and for the 
most part, is appropriate for adult 
reading. 

HARR WAGNER PUBLISHING COMPANY 
609 Mission Street 
San Francisco, California 

Deep Sea Adventure Series A series of eight books written from 
high first to low fifth grade reading 
levels. They tend to appeal to all 
ages, but are especially appealing 
to upper elementary and junior high 
level boys. 

The Jim Forest Readers A series of six books written from 
high first to low third grade reading 
levels. They also appeal to much 
older students, but are especially 
appealing to upper elementary and 
junior high level boys. 

The Morgan Bay Hystery Series A series of four books written from 
medium second to medium third grade 
level. They appeal to boys and girls 
from two to four years above their 
reading levels. They are also accep
table to some boys and girls who are 
considerably older. 

D. C. HEATH AND CO. 
285 Columbus Avenue 
Boston 16, Hassachusetts 
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Our Animal Story Books A series of sixteen books written on a 
preprimer to slightly higher level. They 
have appeal to students in the first and 
second grades. For seriously retarded 
students they may be sui~bl8 1''1 the t11ird 
and fourth grade. 

Webster Word Wheels 

'NEBSTER DIVISION-McGRAW-HILL 
8171 Redwood ~ighway 
Novato, California 94947 

Phonics Skill Texts 

CHARLES E. NERRTIL PUBLISHmG CO. 
1300 Alum Creek Drive 
Columbus, Ohio 43216 

Phonics Charts 

PHONOVISUAL PRODUCTS, INC. 
P. O. Sox 5625 
~{ashington, D. C. 20016 

l1ultisensory Self Correctional Program 

Psycho technics , Inc. 
1900 Pickwick Avenue 
Glenview, Illinois 60025 

Phonics-Struct~al Analysis !e~~ 

Durkin-r-~eshover Phonics Knowledge Survey 

TEACHERS COLLEGE PRESS 
Teacher College 
525 West 120th Street 
New York, New York 10027 

Prof~~.io~~ Book~ to He~ the Teacher Learn More About Phonics - - .. - ._---- --- --- ._---
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Durkin, Dolores. Phonics And !he Teaching Of Reading. New York: 
Teachers College Press, 1962. 

Gans, Roma. Fact And Fiction About Phonics. New York: Bobbs-¥errill 
Co., 1964. 

Heilman, Arthur. Phonics In .Proper Perspective. Columbus, Ohio: 
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., (Second Edition), 1968. 

Publications For .~~ wit~ ,context Clues, and Following pirectio~~ 

BARt'JELL LOFT, L'1 D • 
111 So. Central Avenue 
Rockville Centre, L. I., New York 11571 

Reading Machines 

RDL Controlled Reader EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPt-1ENTAL LABORATORIES, D-JC. 
Huntington, New York 

Reading Rateometer AUDIO-VISUAL RESEARCH 
Waseca, Minnesota 56093 

Shadows cope Reading Pacer PSYCHOTECHNICS, INC. 
1900 Pickwick Avenue 
Glenview, Illinois 60025 

Reading Accelerator SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
259 East Erie Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

Sight Word Teaching Materials 

Multisensory Self Correctional Program 

Psychotechnics, Inc. 
1900 Pickwick Avenue 
Glenview, Illinois 60025 

We?;Dal.!~~_ Audit~ Discrimination Tes~ 

Joseph N. Wepnan, Ph.D. 
950 E. 59th Street 
Chicago 37, Illinois 
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Appendix II 

Clarence R. Stone's Revision of the Dale List of 769 Easy Words 

as taken from Harris, How to Increase Reading Abili~ 

a bag blue care 
about bake board careful 
across baker boat carry 
afraid ball book cat 
after balloon both catch 
afternoon band bottom caught 
again bang bow cent 
air bark bowl chair 
airplane barn bow-wow chick 
all barnyard box chicken 
almost basket boy child 
alone bath branch children 
along be bread circus 
already bear break Christmas 
also beautiful breakfast city 
always became bright clap 
am because bring clean 
an bed brother climb 
and bedroom brought close 
animal bee brown clothes 
another been bug clown 
answer before build cluck 
any began building coat 
anyone begin bump cock-a-doodle-doo 
anything behind bunny cold 
apple being bus color 
are believe busy come 
arm bell but coming 
around belong butter cook 
arrow beside buy cooky 
as best buzy coin 
ask better by corner 
asleep between could 
at big cabbage count 
ate bigger cage country 
away bill cake cover automobile bird call cow 

birthday came cried 
baa bit can cross 
baby block candy crumb 
back blew cap cry 
bad blow car cup 

------------------------ -- --- ----
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cut fat God honey 
father going hop 

dance feather gold horn 
dark feed gone horse 
day feel good hot 
dear feet good-by house 
deep fell got how 
deer felt grandfather hungry 
did fence grandmother hunt 
dig few grass hurry 
dinner field gray hurt 
dish fill great 
do find green I 
does fine grew ice 
dog finish ground if 
doll fire grow I'll 
done first guess in 
don't fish Indian 
door fit had inside 
down five hair into 
draw flag hall is 
dress flew hand it 
drink floor happen its 
drive flower happy 
drop fly hard jar 
dry follow has joke 
duck food hat jump 

foot have just 
each for hay 
ear found he keys 
early four head kept 
east fox hear kill 
eat fresh heard kind 
egg friend heavy kitchen 
else frog held kitten 
elephant from hello knew 
end front help knock 
engine fruit hen know 
enough full her 
even fun here lady 
ever funny herself laid 
every hid lamb 
everything game hide land 
eye garden high large 

gate hill last face gave him late fall get himself laugh family girl his lay far give hit learn farm glad hold leaves farmer go hole left fast goat home leg 

--------~~--
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let mouse paint ran 
let's mouth pan read 
letter move paper ready 
lie :Hr. park real 
light :Hrs. part red 
like much party rest 
line mud pat ride 
lion misuse paw right 
listen must pay ring 
little my peanut river 
live peep road 
log nail pennies roar 
long name people robin 
look near pet rock 
lost neck pick rode 
lot need picnic roll 
loud nest picture roof 
love never pie room 
lunch new piece rooster 

next pig root 
made nice pink tope 
mail night place round 
make no plan row 
man noise plant rub 
many north play run 
march nose please 
matter not pocket said 
may note point some 
me nothing policeman sand 
meat now pond sang 
meet nut pony sat 
men pop save 
meow of poor saw 
met off post say 
mew often present school 
mice oh press sea 
might old pretty seat 
mile on puff see 
milk once pull seed 
milkman one push seem 
mill only put seen 
minute open puppy sell 
miss or send 
Miss orange quick sent 
money other quiet set 
monkey our quite seven 
moo out shake more outside rabbit shall morning over race she 
most own rain shell 
mother rake sheep 
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shine stood throw water zoo shoe stop ticket wave ship store tie way short story tiger we should straight time weak show strut tired wear shirt string to wee sick strong today weed side such toe well sign suit together went sing S1.l1TlIn.er told were sister sun tomorrow west sit sunshine too wet six sure took what skate surprise top wheat skin swam town wheel ship sweet toy when sky supper train where sled swim tree which sleep swing trick while sleepy tried white slide table trunk who slow tail try why small take turkey wide smell talk turn wild smile tall turtle will smoke tap two win sniff teach wind snow teacher umbrella window so teeth uncle wing soft tell under winter sold ten until wish some tent up with something than upon without sometime thank us woman song that use wonder soon the wood sound their vegetable woke soup them very wolf splash then visit word spot there voice work spring these would squirrel they wagon worn stand thin wait would star thing wake write start think walk 
station this want yard stay those war year step though warm yellow stick thought was yes still three wash you stone threw watch your 


